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MageCart skimmer attacks continue to be in the limelight this week. Online tech retailer Newegg and ABS-CBN, one of the
largest media and entertainment groups in the Philippines, are the latest MageCart victims after attackers injected the skimmer
on their websites to pilfer credit card details. Further investigation shows that the Newegg attack had used a skimmer script
smaller than that in the British Airways attack–this confirms earlier suspicions that the attackers are constantly honing their craft
to minimise detection. The success of these high-profile attacks will likely boost the confidence of the attackers. And as some
researchers surmise, the attackers are expected to continue targeting prominent brands and perform highly targeted attacks
with further condensed scripts to minimise detection.

Meanwhile, Adobe has issued out-of-band security updates to address several vulnerabilities in its Acrobat Reader and
Document Cloud products. The most critical vulnerability (CVE-2018-12848) is an out-of-bounds write vulnerability that could
lead to arbitrary code execution. Other important vulnerabilities (CV3-2018-12801, CVE-2018-12840, CVE-2018-12849, CVE-
2018-12850, CVE-2018-12775, CVE-2018-12778) are out-of-bounds read vulnerabilities that could lead to information
disclosure. The vulnerabilities have not been exploited in the wild.

Trend Micro’s Zero Day Initiative (ZDI) team has also publicly disclosed a serious remote code execution vulnerability in the
Microsoft JET Database engine used by several Microsoft products. There is currently no patch for the vulnerability. An attacker
could exploit this vulnerability to execute code under the context of the current process, but it requires user interaction as the
target has to open a malicious file containing data stored in the JET database format. Various applications use this database
format. In the absence of a patch, we urge users to stay vigilant and refrain from opening files from untrusted sources. 
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